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WWE Game Features
Get Ready to Rumble!

Game

Main
Player selectable WWE Superstars at game start
Attractions WWE Legends of Wrestlemania in addition to current Superstars
Upper mini-playfield wrestling ring
Flipper button activated "Slammer" kickers in-the-ring ropes
Custom speech from WWE commentators Michael Cole and Jerry "The King" Lawler
Licensed songs including identifiable wrestling intro music
LCD playfield level 5.7 inch "Titantron" displays actual wrestling matches
Game
Match start feature at drop target bank
Features
Three-bank drop target WWE spell out
Money in the bank entry "Ladder" skill shot
Random kick out hole that pins opponent
Mini-orbit under wresting ring -- lights "Extra Ball" shot
"Ball Save" features on both outlanes
Ring "Chaos" spinning disc
Small third flipper for combos
30° kick-out hole to set up small flipper shot
Wham! Arm on small flipper knocks ball off the left ramp to complete combos
Left-to-right upper level orbit shot control gate
Right-to-left upper level orbit shot control gate
2 stainless steel main ramps
1 plastic entry ramp
3 wire form return ramps
4 wire form return ramps
5 rollover lane skillshot ring entry
2 standard flippers
3 pop bumpers
Lighting
LED general illumination (white)
5 Full-spectrum smooth RGB LED playfield arrow inserts
Backglass Exclusive Pro Wrestlemania translite
Exclusive Limited Edition Legends of Wrestlemania mirrored backglass
and Art
Wrestlemania Pro hi-definition decal cabinet artwork
Wrestlemania LE model hi-definition decal cabinet artwork
Wrestlemania themed speaker display panel decal
Hardware
Latching lockdown bar
and Trim
Traditional lock down bar
Traditional playfield supports
Powder coated steel and plywood backbox with color themed t-molding
Playfield slide support and brackets
Black powder coated legs, armor, hinges, front molding
Gold powder coated legs, armor with flipper button protector, hinges, front molding
General
New  SPIKE™  electronic  system  
High-efficiency switching power-supply for consistent performance in all line conditions
4 Pinballs
Traditional Coin Door
Easy-to-Follow game rules for casual players, with depth for experts
3-channel Stereo and Hi-fidelity sound system
New CPU mounted line-out audio connector for external amplification
Modular computer style cord
Exclusive
Individually signed and numbered plaque by Hulk Hogan (only 400 signed)
Certificate of authenticity signed by Gary Stern
Designer-signed playfield featuring John Trudeau's signature
Serialized number plate
**subject to adjustment**
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